
Chapter Five
Communicating with a Child for

Positive Performance
ffective communication between an adult and a child often makes the difference between successEand failure in a learning situation. The leaming process is most effectivewhen adult and child are
not defensive. The fear of negativejudgment and failure prevents a child from open participation

in the learning process and inhibits learning.Meaningful communication, on the other hand, opens a
child emotionally and stimulates learning.
Levels of Communication
Meaninghll learning occurs when a child makes the material presented to him part ofhimself. It is not
enough that a child should “come upwith the right answers”; rather he should have an understandingof
not only what makes his answer “right,” but when incorrect,what makes it “wrong”
The following levels of communication in the teaching/leaming process are utilized for meaningful
learning.

Receptive - listening to what is to be done.
Inner - thinking about how to handle the problem.
Expressive - presenting a solution verbally, inwriting, or by body action.
Feedback - looking at, evaluating, and either correctingor altering performance to make itmore

effective or probing for further information.

Developing the Process
ln a meaningful and effective teaching/learning process the child listens to what is to be done, thinks
about how to do it, and then does it. The child feels free to perform. He is concerned, but not anxious
about his perfonnance. He feels that he will be able to perform well enough to satisfy himself and
others. He is able to confirm the effectiveness of his performance and is allowed to alter it when neces-
sary. Developing this meaningful and effective learning situation requires that communication be kept
open at all levels by both the teacher and the child as they both have responsibilities at each level of
communication. Both teacher and child must be willing and open to do the following at each level of
communication:

Receptive

The child:
Enters into the situation.
Listens to the teacher.
Looks at the teacher.
Is aware of his own performance.

The teacher:
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. Listens to the child.
Observes the child as he performs._ Hearswhat the child says and sees what the child shows.
Is aware of his own performance.
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Inner
The child:
l. Thinks about a question or problem.
2. Thinks, talks, or reasonswithin himself.
3. Keeps feelings open without judgment. (Not tuming anger, fear, shame, and negative judgments
inonto himself.)

4. Grapples with the problem at hand (no pre-judgment).
5. Evaluates, does not judge performance.

The teacher:
I_Thinks, talks, or reasons within himselfabout the child’s performance.
2. Keeps feelings open without judgment. (Not looking at the child’s performance as a reliection of
the teacher’s ability.)

3. Responds to the child’s perfomiance inpositiveways.
4. Evaluates the child’s performance in terms of stimulating the child.
5. Thinks of new or different approaches.

Expressive
The child:
1. Does his work.
2. Shows his work.
3. Expresses what he really thinks or believes.

The teacher:
1. Uses descriptive words which comment on the activity and the process without judgment of the
child or hisability. (Not holdinga child up to ridicule.)

2. Uses words that encourage and stimulate a child to improve, continue, or add to his performance.
3. Uses voice, facial expression, body posture to connole acceptance.
4. Uses error as a tool for leaming.

Feedback
Integrating leaming occurs when a child goes through the process ofobserving, evaluating, and altering
his own performance. This process ofmonitoringperformance is known as feedback. Feedback functions
when the child feels emotionally safe in the leaming situation. It is developed in the leamingprocess by
replacingjudgment with evaluation. The actions andwords ofa teacher can either develop or inhibit the
feedback process, thereby affecting, either positively or negatively, a child’s leaming experience.

Inhibiting Feedback
The development of the feedback process inthe child is inhibited bythe teacher in the followingways:
° not allowing erasures
° not havingchild correct his errors
~ not rewardingeH`ort
~ not discussing answers aher a test is retumed
° not requiring a child to re-submit a test with answers corrected
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not allowing child toexpress his thinkingwhen he disagrees with the teacher
not retuming papers
not being concerned with theway a child achieves his product

Developing Feedback
The process of feedback can bedeveloped in a child by doing the following:
Teaching themeaningof error.
An error occurs when a child’s perfomiance or answer differs from that expected by the teacher or devi-
ates from an accepted standard. Guiding the child to think and talk about his mistakes as errors will help
him leam to evaluate rather than judge his perfomiance.
As a child lcams a new skill he must be made to realize that there is no right or wrong in what he is
doing, but rather, that there is a way the skill is to be done. He is to compare his performance withwhat
is expected, but he is not to label it as being right or wrong. The connotation of right and wrong does not
stimulate leaming, nor does it provide the teacher or child with insightabout the process the child uses to
achieve a product.
An example of how we attempt to make the child aware of his process is when we teach him how to
develop an arrn-movement skill on the chalkboard and he is to copy a design. As he starts making errors
inhis perfomancewe tend to stop him andask if heknows the reasonhewas stopped. The usual response
is, “Because Iwas Wrong.” (Saying that he was wrong does not give either of us insight intowhat made
it that way.What hedid was not “wrong”; it was different. It ismore meaningful to know whatmade it
“wrong” than to say “I was wrong.”)Heis then asked, “Are you wrong, or did you do itdifferently from
what I showed you?” Leaming becomesmore meaningful and effective when the child can tell you how
his perfonnance and productdiffers from what you had asked him to do.
Remove fear from making a mistake.
Too many children are afraid to perform because they want whatever they do to be perfect from the
moment they start it.

Many times a child will adversely judge his performance without knowing the criteria for evaluating the
performance. A child’s comments about his product and performance frequently reflect his feelings about
himselfand expose his system of judgment. The teacher must helphim look, not judge,what hedoes.
When an error is made, an error is made-the world has not come to an end. Errors and failure do not
mean that the person isworthless. The childwho fails a spelling or arithmetic test does not have to destroy
himself. Rather, he must leam to determine and correct the type of error hehas made in order to bemore
accurate another time.
Wewant the child to look into the process of his performance hy accepting errors and feeling free to tell
uswhere in the process he erred. He can only do this when we have his trust, which happens when he
knows that wewill not fault, ridicule, or mark him down. It is on this basis of trust that a child will leam
from his errors.
Learn towait
Adults tend to react too quickly in telling a child he iswrong. lt seems they cannot wait to “instruct” him
in the correction ofhis error. It is more effective to wait before commenting when a child has made an
error. Give him time to discover and correct the error by himself.

Emphasize the process
Help the child go through the process or sequence of development of a skill or act. Leaming requires that
a child go through sequences of development inorder togain proficiency.
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Placingemphasis on the final product causes the child to jump to the last stage ofthe sequence at the cost
of restricting movement and distorting himself.To avoid this the child has to be taught togo through the
step-by-step process ofwhat he is leaming.
Handwriting is an example ofwhere more emphasis is placed on the appearance ofthe product(formation
of letters, neatness, spacing, etc.) than on the process.A child is rewarded for a neat product in spite of
postural contortions (head tilted), restriction of movement (evidenced hy use of fingers rather than wrist
and arm as hewrites), and improper grasp of the pencil. It wouldbe of greater value to the child were he
tobe rewarded for improvement of the process by which he makes the product: proper posture, proper
grasp of the pencil, freedom of movement,

Emphasizing the process is accomplished in the training situation in the followingway :
a. ln multiple choice situations allow the child todiscuss the reason for his selection of an answer. Have
him explain the reason the other answers do or do not fit the situation.
An example of this is thc usc of perceptual-type materials where a child is to select an item that is
different from others.‘a 1b c d

}
The Teacher: Which line is different?
The Child: C.
The Teacher: Whatmakcs it diffcrcntf’
The Child: lt’s turned the wrong way
The Teacher: How are the other lines the same?
The Child: Thcy face the same direction.

A further elaboration could be elicited by having the child say: “Cgoes up to the left, the other lines go
up to thc right.”
b. ln a training situation, to help the child feel a sense of achievement, have him look at his progress
by asking questions, such as the following:
(l )“Are you getting it‘?”

(2) “Are youmore aware of what you are doing?"
(3) “Are you more aware of how you are doing it?”

c. ln using the product as a means of gaining insight into the process for you and the child, the process is
explained to a child as follows:

“Showmehow youmade (or do) the following . . ."
“This is how I want it done . . .”

Then you can talk about how it was done (the process,not the product). Look at the product with the
child to determine how he did the job and what he has to do to change or correct the product.
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Allow erasures
Erasures indicate self-correction and infoml the teacher that the child is thinking with the activity. By
allowing erasures, the teacher encourages the child to feel free with himself to look at his work, and
correct it without fear of reprisal formessing up the paper.
Programremediation from the child’s error
Aprogram of remediation can bc developed from the diagnostic use of the errors made by a child. This
is done as follows:
3. When a child is given a technique to perform and he does it differently than expected, look at the
product with the child to determine how he did the job and what he must do to change or correct the
product.

b.
error.

C.

When a child repeats the same type of error, help him recognize his consistency inmaking this type of

When a child continues to make the same error and pointing it out to him does not help correct it; it
becomes necessary to work on the skills that precede that specific demand or to use a more subtle
approach; (i.e., when children work on the chalkboard, they frequently do not hold the chalk theway
they have been asked. Rather than continually ask how they are holding the chalk, ask them to stop.)
The dialogue is as follows:
The Teacher:
The Teacher:
The Child:
The Teacher:

The Teacher:

The Teacher:

Stop. (Child stopsworking on chalkboard.)
What is the reason I told you to stop?
1don’t know.
How have I been asking you to hold the chalk? (The child shows how the chalk is to
be held.)
From now on when l see that you are not holding the chalk properly, I will ask you
to stop. (As the child works the chalk shifts and the child corrects himself and is
observed by the teacher.)
l’m pleased to notice that you corrected yourself. That means that you are working
with me and that pleases me.

Sharepositive feelings
Rewardachild’s awareness of having made an errorand his selfeorrectionby telling himyouwere aware
ofwhat he did and you are pleased that he corrected himself. Let himknow that this type of performance
tells you that he is with the situation and it pleases you. In this way you establish a communicating rela-
tionship. Do not be afraid of expressing your lack of agreement on displeasure about a child’s perfor-
mance or behavior.
When either positive or negative feelings are expressed, make sure you describe the issue and not judg-
ment ofthe child,
The Teacher:
The Child:
The Teacher:

The Teacher:
The Child:
The Teacher:

Typical dialogue would be:
l`m notpleased with the way you did that procedure.
lt looks likewhat you showed me.

Yes, but you moved too close to the paper and used your fingers instead of your
whole arm as I had asked. Try again and see if you can become aware of your
posture and how you useyour arm. (Child tries again and apparently is trying.)
Could you feel what was happening?
Yes, l could feel myselfstart to get closer and then I pulled back.
l’m pleased that you knewwhat was happening to you. (Child usually glowswith
self approval.)
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8. Allow disagreement
There are times when a child will not agree with a statement the teacher makes, or he sees a different
answer or approach to the solution of a problem. He should be encouraged to express his thinking and
taught to support his reasons.
Too many children go alongwithwhat adults say and do not leam how to express their disagreement in
positive ways. The training activities give the child and adult a means of exploring different Ways of self
CXPTSSSIOH.

Conclusion
Language is the toolwe have to open a child to learning, Through the effective use of language we help
a child maintain positive feelings abouthimselfand develop his ability to communicate. Relieving inner
tension through communication will allow a child’S muscular and visual system to operate with addi-
tional freedom, 'thereby avoiding emotional, body, and visual distortions.
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